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DIVISOR SUMS OF GENERALISED 
EXPONENTIAL POLYNOMIALS 

G. R. EVEREST AND I. E. SHPARLINSKI 

ABSTRACT. A study is made of sums of reciprocal norms of integral and prime 
ideal divisors of algebraic integer values of a generalised exponential polynomial. This 
includes the important special cases of linear recurrence sequences and general sums 
of S-units. In the case of an integral binary recurrence sequence, similar (but stronger) 
results were obtained by P. Erdôs, P. Kiss and C. Pomerance. 

1. Introduction. Let E(h) denote an algebraic integral exponential polynomial in 
the variable h G Zr. Write h = (h\,...,hr) then E(h) is a finite expression of the form 

m 

i = l 

where Ax (h) denotes a polynomial in h. Assume that the a,y, together with the coefficients 
of the At all lie in the ring of integers of an algebraic number field L of finite degree 
d = [L : Q] over Q. Assume that E(h) has only finitely many zeros h G Nr. This will 
be the case if for each pair of distinct indices k and /, the numbers aki/ai\,..., a^/air 
are multiplicatively independent (see [5]). Assume also that for some / = 1,.. . , r any 
specialisation in the remaining variables yields an exponential polynomial E(hj) with the 
property that the coefficients of its monomials are coprime algebraic integers. Define this 
condition by saying E(h) is factor-free* (in hj). Assume that E(h) is non-degenerate in 
the sense that no pairwise quotient ay / ajg, i,j= l,...,m,k= 1, . . . , r is a root of unity. 
In the case where r = 1, the exponential polynomial E(h) denotes the h-th term of a 
linear recurrence sequence and the notion of degeneracy is the usual one, see [9]. 

Our results apply also to a general sum of S-units. For example, over Q, let S consist 
of the primes p, q and infinity. Consider a general sum of S-units as in [3]. This is an 
expression 

E(p9 q) = a0 + alP
hi ?*' + • • • + anp

h»qk», 

where the at, i = 0 , . . . , n are non-zero coprime integers with ao coprime to p and q. If 
one of the variables is zero, say h\, then it is clear that E(p, q) is factor-free in k\. Looking 
ahead to Theorem 2 and using induction, we deduce that the contribution from vectors 
with a zero entry lies in the error term. If h\ ^ 0, the only specialisations which fail to 
yield an exponential polynomial with coprime coefficients are those with kj• = 0 for some 
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j . For the reasons given above, we may ignore these. Thus, although E(p, q) is not nec-
cessarily factor-free, all the relevant specialisations yield exponential polynomials with 
the coprimality condition. Therefore we may deduce a result of the shape of Theorem 2. 

Write Oi for the ring of algebraic integers in L and let NL = NL\Q: L—>Q denote the 
usual field norm. This can be defined upon the ideals of Oi by letting Ni{M) = [OL : M], 
the group index. This definition is compatible because |JVZ,(AO|

 m r n s o u t t 0 be the same as 
the norm of the principal ideal generated by /i. Let VL(M) and QL(M) denote the number 
of distinct prime ideal divisors and the sum of reciprocal norms of prime ideal divisors 
of an ideal M: 

(1-1) ^ (M) = I 1 , 
P\M 

(1.2) PL(M) = Y,1/NL(P). 
P\M 

Also, let 0L(M) denote the sum of reciprocal norms of ideal divisors of M, 

(1.3) OLM=T,1/NL(Q). 
Q\M 

These functions satisfy the following well-known bounds: 

(1.4) vL(M) = 0(\ogNL(M)/ log \ogNL(M)), 

(1.5) pL{M) = 0(logloglogJVx(M)), 

(1.6) QL(M) = 0(\oglogNL(M)). 

When L = Q, many results are known for the average values of these functions for 
specific sequences over intervals. For example, the sequence of integers or the values of 
a polynomial. In [1] and [6], average values are obtained for the sequence of Mersenne 
numbers M(h) — 2h—\ over an interval. It was shown that, 

N+H 

(1.7) / T 1 £ p(A/(A))=7 + <*l), 
h=N+\ 

for all N where H —» oo with Hj log log log TV —-» oo. In (1.7), 7 denotes an absolute 
constant. To state our theorems, suppose first that r = 1 and let N and H denote non-
negative integers with H > 0, letting GE{N, H) denote the sum 

(1.8) <TE(N,H)= £ p(E(h)). 
N<h<N+H 

Also, let SE(N9 H) denote the sum, 

(1.9) SE(N,H)= £ 0(E(hj). 
N<h<N+H 

In définitions (1.8) and (1.9), we assume that only those h are considered which do not 
cause E(h) to vanish. Let 1 < n denote the order of the minimal recurrence equation 
satisfied by E(h). 
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THEOREM 1. Assume E(h) is a non-degenerate exponential polynomial and consider 
those h E N for which E(h) ^ 0. There are positive constants a and f3 such that the 
following asymptotic formulae hold as H-^ oo; 

(1.10) aE(N,H)/H=a + 0(H-1 loglogN + /T2/(w2-2w+2)), 

(1.11) SE(N,H)/H=13 + 0(H-1 loglogAT+loglog///log#). 

In (1.10) and (1.11), the error terms are effective and uniform in the sense that they 
depend only upon the degree of L over Q and n. If n = 2 then the error term in (1.10) is 
excellent. This arises in the case of a binary recurrence sequence. Also, a and (3 are given 
explicitly by the formulae in (2.12) and (2.15). An application of the Theorem is that a 
(resp. (3) is the mean value of PL{E(h)) (resp. 6L(E(h))) as h varies over the integers in 
a box 0 < h < H. The interest of the formula lies in the case where H/ log log N —* oo. 
This is a very weak condition so the Theorem makes a very strong statement about the 
divisibility of recurrence sequences. 

In the general case, define 

(1.12) aE{H)= £ pL(E(h)y 
\h\<H 

(1.13) SE(H) = Y, 0L{E(h)). 
\h\<H 

We let E(ht) denote E(h) viewed as an exponential polynomial in the single variable 
h(. Let ^ denote the order of the minimal recurrence equation satisied by E(ht) and let 
n = min,-{w/}, where the minimum runs over those variables for which E(h) is factor-free 
in hi. 

THEOREM 2. Assume E(h) is a non-degenerate, factor-free generalised exponential 
polynomial with only finitely many zeros in Nr. The following effective asymptotic for
mulae are valid as H ^ oo, 

(1.14) <TE(H)/IT = 7 + 0(H-2l{n2-ln+1)\ 

(1.15) SE(H)/ir = 8 + 0(\oglogH/ log//)-

The constants are given by the formulae in (3.12) and (3.15). These formulae gener
alise those in ( 1.10) and ( 1.11 ) for a box about the origin. The methods in this paper could 
probably be extended to give results over intervals, but this would impose a great strain 
upon the notation in the proofs and probably the patience of the reader. These results 
make effective statements about the divisibility of some generalised exponential poly
nomials. The results in [2] also make statements about divisibility. The difference is that 
in [2], the concern is with 'local height', that is, divisibility by a fixed prime ideal. Here 
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we are concerned more with 'length', that is, divisibility by all prime ideals. It seems 
very likely that an archimedean version of the results in [2] holds; we believe that 

H~r £ \ogNL(EQù)=v + o(\\ 
\h\<H 

for v > 0, where the error term is effective. The emergent picture is the existence of 
effective mean value results for an important class of arithmetic functions evaluated on 
generalised exponential polynomials. 

The background to these Theorems is as follows. As we mentioned, for the case of 
Mersenne numbers, a form of ( 1.10) was proved in [ 1 ] which is valid for H/ log log log N 
—-> oo and this is stronger than our result. In [13], the second author considered the 
following average of a recurrence sequence u(h\ 

(i.i6) 5>(|«(A)|)/I«(A)I-
h=\ 

In (1.16), </> denotes the Euler </>-function. The sum in (1.16) is rather similar to the sum 
5(0, H) and indeed, it is the methods of [13] which are generalised here to obtain our 
Theorem. There exist many results about the arithmetic of recurrence sequences and 
their generalisations. The reader is recommended to consult [2],[3],[4],[7}-[14]. 

2. Congruences for linear recurrence sequences. Let M denote an ideal of Oi 
and suppose H and N are non-negative integers with H positive. Suppose u(h) denotes a 
non-degenerate, exponential polynomial in the single variable h, with order n > 1 and 
with all its coefficients in Oi. Suppose that uQi) is factor-free, meaning that the g.c.d. of 
the coefficients of its monomials is 1. Let RM(N, H) denote the number of rational integer 
solutions of the congruence, 

(2.1) u{h) = 0 (modM), N<h<N + H. 

The sequence u(h) is periodic modulo M with some minimal period TM, beginning at a 
point lM. That is, 

u(h + TM) = u(h) (mod A/), h > IM-

Now u(h) satisfies a linear recurrence relation of order n so any n consecutive values 
determine the entire sequence. The total number of such sequences modulo M is at most 
Ni(Aff. It follows that the quantities above are related by the inequality, 

(2.2) rM + lM<NL(M)n. 

Define RM to be RMQM.TM)- The following bound is trivial, 

(2.3) RM(N,H) = HRM/TM + 0(NL(M)n). 

The results of [11] give an improvement of (2.3) when the underlying quotient OijM 
is a finite field. If P is a prime ideal of Oi then OL/P is a field with NL(P) elements. 
Theorem 1 of [11] is quoted as the following Lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. IfP denotes a prime ideal ofOi then the following formula holds, with 
an error term depending upon d and n only, 

(2.4) RP(N,H) = HRP/TP + 0(NL(Pf'2-1 logNL(PJ). 

The monomials in u(h) are constant multiples of the functions of A7'"1, i = 1 , . . . , m, 
j — 1 , . . . , «/, where T%=i »/ = n. Enumerate these n functions in any order and denote 
the &-th function by xpk(h). Suppose s is a positive integer s < n, and ho,...,hs-\ are non-
negative integers. Let D(ho,..., hs-\) denote the determinant of the matrix ('W*/))^ . 
If Z)(0,..., hs-\) = OmodMfor every sequence of integers with 0 = ho < h\ < • • • < 
hn-u define /M to be 1. In this case, the entire sequence reduces to zero modulo M. 
Otherwise, define ÎM to be the maximal integer T with the property that, 

D(0,/n,...,Aw_i)^0(modA^), 

for any 0 = ho < h\ < • • • < h„-\ < T. We can make some trivial estimates for fo. 
Fermat's little Theorem implies EM = 0(NL(M)). On the other hand, the norm of the 
determinant is bounded by 0(Chnl ) for some constant C > 0. Thus, if the determinant is 
divisible by M then ÎM < hn-\ and taking the norm and the logarithm of both sides gives 
logNL(M) = 0(tM). 

In the 3 lemmas that follow, the error terms are uniform in the sense that they depend 
upon d and n only. The bound (2.5) that follows was proved in [12]. 

LEMMA 2. In the following upper bound, the implied constant depends upon n and 
d only, 

(2.5) Ru(N,H) = 0(H/tM+l). 

The essential idea in the proof is that if solutions exist to the congruence u(hj) = 
O(modAf) for j = 0, . . . ,s then the corresponding system of linear equations (mod M) 
can be inverted by the factor free assumption. Thus, in a range of length ÎM, the number 
of contributions to RM(N9 H) is bounded uniformly. Bound (2.6) was proved in [13], in 
the rational case. 

LEMMA 3. 

(2.6) £ \ltMNL(M) = 0{\og\o%Xl\ogX). 
NL(M)>X 

Firstly, we are going to prove a version of (2.6) when the sum is restricted to prime 
ideals then make the adjustments necessary to deduce (2.6). 
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LEMMA 4. 

(2.7) E l/tpNL(F) = OUTl,n). 
NL(P)>X 

PROOF. Given / > 0, define 

W(t)= I l \NL(D(0,hu...,hn-l))\. 
0<hi<-<hn-i<t 

It follows from the definition of tp that P \ W{i) whenever tp < t. Therefore, 

oo 

E i/tPNL(P) = Erl E I/*L(P) 
NL(P)>X t=\ NL(P)>X 

tP=t 
oo 

= £(i / '- i /( '+D) E i / W 
'=1 NL(P)>X 

tP<t 
oo oo 

= o(E*~2 E i /W) = C r 2 E W ) ) -
tp<t P\W(t) 

Using the bound Ni(P) > X together with the definition in (1.1), shows that the inner 
sum is bounded by vi ( W(tfj /X. On the other hand we can use the definition in ( 1.2) to 
bound this sum by pi ( W(f)). It is clear that log W(i) = 0{f). Therefore, the bounds ( 1.4) 
and (1.5) now imply an upper bound for the inner sum of the form, 

(2.8) E 1/NL(P) = tf(min{/7Xlogf,loglog/}). 
NL(P)>X 

P\W(t) 

Set T = (X\ogX)l/n. Apply the first bound in (2.8) when t < T and the second bound 
otherwise, to obtain 

E 1 /tpNL{P) = 0 ( E f~2/X\og t+"£t-2 log log t) 
NL(P)>X t<T t>T 

= 0(X-lr-l/\og T+T~l log log T). 

and the estimate follows. • 
Now we prove (2.6). Use the remark before Lemma 2 stating the bound log Ni(M) = 

0(ÎM). Thus, setting T = c logXfor some constant c > 0 we obtain 

(2.9) E l/tMNL(M)<^l/tMNL(M). 
NL(M)>X tM>T 

Using the definition of W(t), and arguing as before, the right hand side of (2.9) is 

oo oo 

t=T tM=t t=T M\W{t) 
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Using the definition (1.3) and the bound (1.6) gives the following upper bound for (2.9), 

CO 

0{YJ\ogt/il) = 0(\ogTlT), 
t=T 

which proves (2.6). 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Define, 

U(N,H) = E(N+ 1) • • • E(N + H). 

We may write aE as follows, 

(2.10) crE(N,H)= £ RP(N,H)/NL(P). 
P\U(N#) 

Now fix some X > 1, to be determined in terms of H. Apply Lemma 1 to (2.10) for 
NL(P) < X. Apply Lemmas 2 and 4 otherwise, to obtain 

aE(N,H) = Y, (HRp/TpNL(P) + 0(NL(P)n/2-2\ogNL(PJ)) 
NL(P)<Xy ' 

(2.ii) +o(wrxin+p(u(N,H))y 

In (2.11), the error terms are uniform. In the leading term of (2.11), the partial sum differs 
from the full expression, 

(2.12) a= J2 Rp/7pNL(F)9 

by an amount equal to, 

(2.13) £ RP/rPNL(P). 
NL(P)>X 

Comparing (2.4) with (2.5) shows that if Rp > 0 then tpRp = 0(TP). NOW Lemma 
4 shows that the expression in (2.13) is 0(X~lln\ uniformly. Also, the second term in 
(2.11) is 6P 7 1 / 2 - 1 ), uniformly. This shows that (2.10) may be written as, 

(2.14) CTE(N,H) = aH+o(wrxln +Xnl1~x + pL (£/(#,#))). 

Apply (1.5) and write log \U(N, H)\ = 0(H(N + //)). The first two expressions in the 
error term in (2.14) are equal whenX = //2"/(*2-2*+2) s o ^ g this t 0 define X. IfN < H 
then the error term is independent of Af so assume not and replace the first part of the 
error term by log log N. This completes the proof of ( 1.10). 

Now we prove formula (1.11). This is very similar so retain the notation. Then 

SE(N,H)= £ RM(N,H)/NL(M). 
Ad\U(NJJ) 
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NL(M)<Xy 

+ < 

Fix X > 1, to be determined as a function of//. Apply Lemma 1 for NL(M) < X and 
Lemmas 2 and 3 otherwise to write this in the form, 

SE(N,H)= J2 (HRM/TMNL(M) + 0(NL(M)n)) 

• o( / / loglogX/ logX+ 0L(U(N,H))^J 

= /3/ /+o(/ / loglogX/logX+^"+ 1 +0L(U(N,H))). 

This time, choose X = z/1 /2^1) . Also (6) applies in tandem with the trivial bound 
log | U(N, H) | = 0(H(N+//)). The error terms are all uniform so formula (1.11) follows 
just as before. To finish, we record the form of /?. Namely, 

(2.15) 0 = E RM/TMNL(M) 
3hM\E(h) 

and the Theorem is proved. • 

3. Congruences for generalised exponential polynomials. Suppose E(h) denotes 
a non-degenerate, factor-free generalised exponential polynomial in the variable h, with 
all coefficients in Oi. As before, M denotes an ideal of Oi and H > 0. Let RM{H) denote 
the number of rational integer solutions of the congruence, 

(3.1) E(h) = 0 (modM), 0 < ht < / / , / = l , . . . , r . 

By induction, the exponential polynomial E(h) is periodic modulo M with some minimal 
period TM with respect to every variable. That is, 

(3.2) E{hu...9hi+TM,-..9hr)=EQù{moàM)9 i= l , . . . , r . 

Recall that E(ht) denotes E(h) viewed as an exponential polynomial in the single variable 
hi. For each /, let «/ denote the order of the minimal recurrence equation satisfied by E{ht). 
Amongst all those / for which E(h) is factor-free in hj9 choose / such that «, is minimal. 
After relabelling if necessary, we suppose / = 1 and write n = n\. Write RM = RM(T~M)-

The following inequalities are evident, 

(H/TMYRM < RM(H) < (HJTM + \JRM, RM < T£. 

From these, together with (3.2), we obtain 

LEMMA 5. 

(3.3) RM(H) = (H/TMJRM + 0(lf-lNL(M)n). 

PROOF. The main term arises from the inequalities before (3.3) so it suffices to count 
within a single period to achieve the error term. We appeal to a specialisation argument. 
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Let r — 1 of the variables be assigned to yield a factor-free exponential polynomial in 
the single variable h\. The total number of possibilities for solutions to the congruence 
is 0(NL{M)nS) uniformly, just as in (2.3). This needs to be multiplied by the total number 
of possibilities for the specialisation, which is ^ ( / r - 1 ) . Notice that the uniformity of the 
error term relies upon a crucial independence from the specialisation. • 

We could argue directly without recourse to (2.3) and obtain a better error term of the 
form 0(NL(M)nr+W~l ). However, this does not yield an improvement to ( 1.15), rather, 
it makes the deduction of (1.15) more difficult. Also, this line of proof sets the tone for 
the following two lemmas. Firstly, an improvement of (3.3) when M = P is a prime 
ideal of Oi. We appeal to a specialisation argument to derive the following Lemma from 
Theorem 1 of [11]. 

LEMMA 6. IfP denotes a prime ideal ofOi then the following formula holds, 

(3.4) RP(H) = (H/rp)rRp + 0(lf^lNL(Pf'2'1 logNL(P)). 

PROOF. The main term follows from (3.3). The error term comes by counting within 
a single period, just as for (3.3). Specialise r—\ of the variables to yield an exponen
tial polynomial in the single variable h\. The factor-free assumption guarantees that no 
auxilliary factorisation is gained by this process. Theorem 1 of [11] applies just as in 
(2.4) to show that the number of solutions of the congruence is 0(NL(PT^2~1 log A^(P)) 
uniformly. The error term is independent from the specialisation so the total bound for 
the error in (3.4) is obtained by multiplying this by the number of specialisations. • 

The monomials in E(h\) are constant multiples of « functions of the form the ofrh\. 
Enumerate these n functions in any order and denote the /-th function by -01/Ĉ i )• Suppose 
s is a positive integer s < n, and h \ \,..., h \s are non-negative integers. Let D(h n,...9h\s) 
denote the determinant of the matrix {^u(h\m)Y . Define tM to be the maximal integer 
T with the property that 

Z>(0,An,...,Ai»-!) ^0(modJW) 

for all 0 = Aio < An • • • < h\n-\ < T. As before, if the determinant is always zero 
modulo M then ÎM is defined to be 1. Once again, there are trivial bounds log NL(M) = 
0(tM) and tM = 0(NL(M)). The uniformity of the error term in (2.5), together with the 
factor-free assumption gives 

LEMMA 7. 

(3.5) RM(H) = 0(Hr/tM + Hr-1). m 

The shape of the error terms in Theorem 2 is now determined by the following Lem
mas. 
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LEMMA 8. 

(3.6) E \ltMNL{M) = 0(\og\ogX/\ogX). 
NL(M)>X 

As we have done before with Lemmas 3 and 4, we shall prove first the next estimate. 

LEMMA 9. 

(3.7) E \/tPNL{P) = 0(X-xin). 
NL(P)>X 

PROOF. Given t > 0, define 

W(!) = f [ I I \NL(D(0,hiU...,hini^))\. 
i=\ 0<hn<...<hinri<t 

Notice that the bound log W(t) = 0(f) still holds. Arguing just as before, we find 

oo 

E \/tPNL(P) = YJr
l E W ) 

NL(P)>X t=\ NL(P)>X,tP=t 
oo 

= ^(E'~2 E i / W ) . 

Using the bound ^ ( P ) > X together with the definitions in (1.1) and (1.2) shows that 
the inner sum is bounded by 

mm{vL(W(t))/X9pL(W(t))Y 

Now (1.4) and (1.5), together with the bound on log W(t) imply an upper bound for the 
inner sum of the form, 

(3.8) E ! INL(P) = 0(rmn{f/X\og t, log log /}). 
NL{P)>XJ>\W{t) 

The remainder of the proof of (3.7) follows verbatim that of (2.7). The proof of (3.6) also 
follows that for (2.6), the crucial estimate being that for log W(t) = 0(f). m 

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Define, 

(3.9) U(H)= n E(h). 
\h\<H 

We may write the sum defining CJE(H) in the form 

(3.10) £ RP(H)/NL(P). 
P\U(H) 
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Now fix some X > 1, to be determined in terms of H. Apply Lemma 6 to (3.10) for 
NL(P) < X. Apply Lemmas 7 and 9 otherwise, to obtain 

°E(H)= £ (^Rp/^N^^O^-'NLiPf^logNLiP))) 
NL(P)<XV ' 
P\U(H) 

(3.11) +0(HrX-l/n+Hr-lp(U(H))) 

In the first term of (3.11), the partial sum differs from the full expression, 

(3.12) 7 = £ Rp/TpfUP), 
lhJ>\E(K) 

by an amount equal to, 

(3.13) £ RPI^PNL{P). 
NL(P)>X 

Comparing (3.4) with (3.5) shows that if Rp > 0 then tpRp = 0(ip). Now Lemma 4 
shows that the expression in (3.13) is 0(X~lln). This shows that (3.10) may be written 
as, 

(3.14) -yHr + o(HrJTl/n+Hr-lX"/2-1 +^r"1pi(^(^))). 

Apply (1.5) and write log \U(H)\ = 6>(//"). Set the first two terms in (3.14) equal. Then 
(3.14) becomes, 

itf + Ofr^XoglogH+If-^Étl). 

This completes the proof of (1.14). 
Now prove formula (1.15). Write the sum defining SE(H) as follows, 

SE(H)= £ RM(H)/NL(M). 
M\U(H) 

Fix X > 1, to be determined as a function of H. Apply Lemma 5 for NL(M) < X and 
Lemmas 7 and 8 otherwise to give 

SE(H)= £ (HrRM/7ÙNL(M) + 0(Hr-lNL(M)n)) 
M\U(H) V ' 

NL{M)<X 

+ 0(ir loglogX/ logX+If'10L(U(HJ)^j 

= èPT + O^IfloglogX/ logX+tf*-1^1 +Hr-l0L(U(H))y 

Now (1.6) applies in tandem with the trivial bound log | U(H)\ = CHJtF) to give an error 
term of 

0(IT log logZ/ logX+ ir-lX^1 + H"-1 \ogH). 
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Setting the first two terms equal gives the form of the error in (1.15). Finally, we record 
the form of 8, 

(3.15) S= £ RMKMMM) 
3hM\E(h) 

and the theorem is proved. • 
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